
Jasmin Tobacco Company guarantees the highest service quality and business
expertise in the tobacco industry.

Our company produces high quality hookah tobacco under ARYEN TOBACCO &
MITYA TOBACCO brand. We take great pride in this brand name that we built with
the experience of our professional team.

Especially in the selection of flavors and raw tobacco, the best quality products on
market have been selected by our expert team to ensure higher quality on the
finished product.

Our recently designed GROUP company is in production in total area of 30,00 m2
in Istanbul / Silivri (15,000 m2 indoors and 15,000 m2 open area) with its
state-of-the-art production line for hookah charcoal from coconut shell and hookah
tobacco.

Unlike such facilities where manpower is greatly needed for packaging and filling
stages, our factory is working with full automation system as much as possible where
accuracy is the most important to keep the consistency.

We have managed to export to many countries around the world and has aimed to
be the leader of the sector in customer satisfaction and product quality.
Our R&D team is always ready to serve you the best quality flavors.

Sancaktepe, Klas Sk. No:8/1, 34580 Silivri/İstanbul
Tel: +90  (212) 690 12 43
www.jasmintobacco.com

Aryen - AT 01
Double Apple
You won’t be able to give 
up this flawlessly prepared 
mixture that will you an 
explosion of pleasure with 
its strong anise flavor.
  

Aryen - AT 02
Double Grape 
You’ll be taken through the 
grape gardens with this 
amazing combination of 
black and green grape 
flavors.

 

Aryen - AT 03
Baked Peach
With its diligently 
selected unique aroma, 
you would never want 
this flavor to end in your 
bowl.

Aryen - AT 04
Blue Muffin
Imagine inhaling a cake 
made with lots of 
blueberry in it.
Cake and Blueberry 
flavor.

Aryen - AT 05
Cappuccino 
A unique aroma that will 
take you through the 
streets of Italy where 
you’ll get the taste of 
coffee, water steam and 
its froth.

Aryen - AT 06
ST.Peterburg 
Night
This flavor won’t end just 
like nights when the sky 
remains bright even after 
sunset.
Melon and Maracuja
flavors.

Aryen - AT 07
Death Kiss  
The much anticipated storm 
has arrived with the first 
smoke you inhale.

Mango, Melon and Peach 
flavors.
 

Aryen - AT 09
Sex Bam
Sex Bam’s smoke is as 
fresh as breathing in and 
as comfy as exhaling ice. 
Ice, Gum and Bonbon 
flavor.

Aryen - AT 10
Melon
You’ll find the warmth of 
the summer months in this 
perfect melon aroma with 
its fragrance and taste.

Aryen - AT 11
Watermelon
Specially prepared aroma 
that’s like an ice cold 
refreshing watermelon in 
your first inhale.    

Aryen - AT 12
Cooling
A refreshing flavor that
can be mixed with all 
flavors. 
Refreshing Ice flavor.

Aryen - AT 16
Mango
We brought you the 
distinctive mango flavor to 
your hookah bowl that will 
carry you into the tropical 
forests.

Aryen - AT 13
Ice Lady
You’ll feel the freshness 
inside with its ice cold 
mango and strawberry 
Flavors.

Mango, Strawberry and 
Refreshing Ice flavor.

Aryen - AT 14
İce Lemonade 
It brings the much loved
traditional iced 
lemonade into your 
hookah bowls.
Lemonade with Ice
flavor.

Aryen - AT 15
Ice Tea Peach
Bringing you the flavor 
of the summers favorite 
fruit peach’s in cold Ice 
Tea.

Ice Tea Peach flavor.

A little lemon mix makes 
your every inhale tastes 
better

Mix Lemon flavors.    

My Love: This flavor is 
just like the sweet things 
you’d tell your lover in a 
rainy day with warm and 
fuzzy feelings.
Watermelon, Melon, 
Strawberry and Refreshing 
ice flavor.                                  

No words are amazing 
enough to describe how 
fantastic this flavor is.    
Pineapple, Mango and 
Refreshing ice flavor.

Aryen - AT 17
Rose
Our rose flavor is an 
expression of love with 
its fantastic scent and 
color.

Aryen - AT 18
Orange
Mediterranean breeze taking
the sea to the south and the
mountains behind it .

                                      

Aryen - AT 19
Biscuit
Among the biscuit flavors,
this aroma that we can call
the most successfull and
consumed with love is now
with you. You will feel the
biscuit flavor.

Aryen - AT 20
Fuzzy Navel
You won’t ever taste 
anything like this flavor of 
peach combined with cool 
refreshing ice and cream.

Green Peach, Cream and 
Refreshing ice flavor.

Aryen - AT 21
Blueberry Ice
We are bringing you 
this sour-sweet 
blueberry flavor from 
the cool breezy 
mountains into your 
hookah bowl.

Aryen - AT 22
Citrus Garden  
We have created this 
perfect flavour 
harvmony of lemon and 
juicy orange for the best 
experience.
Lemon and Orange 
flavors.

Aryen - AT 25
Lemon Mint 
Created this flavor from 
the scent and freshness 
of the Mediterranean 
summer breeze right 
into your bowls for you 
to enjoy.                                                 
 

Aryen - AT 23
Gum With Mint
With it’s amazing 
refreshing feeling, this 
gum mint flavor will 
always impress your 
taste buds.

Mint and Gum Flavors.
 

Aryen - AT 24
Mint
Our mint flavor is from 
the most special and 
freshest garden mint.

Aryen - AT 55
Monrose
It is an expression of 
love with its scent and 
color.
Aryen Special Mix 
flavors.

Aryen - AT 54
Cream With Mint
That was the best 
compliment it could have 
given me.

Aryen - AT 56
Double Grape With 
Mint
The zest and taste of 
Double Grape and Mint will 
bring you joy.

Aryen - AT 52

Yellowmania

Aryen - AT 08
My love

Aryen - AT 57
Aloha Hawaii


